
High Achiever Awards – Autumn Term 2021 
 

As many of you are aware throughout the year, every half term, each faculty is asked to nominate one student from 
each year group to receive a prestigious High Achiever Award based on the student’s work, effort, attitude and 
achievements made throughout the previous half term.  
 

Each student who receives a High Achiever Award will have their name published in the weekly newsletter, and a copy 
of their certificate displayed on High Achiever noticeboards which are placed in prominent places around the school 
site. They will also will receive a letter of recognition from the school and their certificate is posted home to their 
parents. 
 

I am delighted that the following students all received a High Achiever Award for their work during the second half of 
the Autumn term. We congratulate them all for their recent success and wish them every success as they continue their 
learning journey at BMS.  
 

COMPUTING  
 

Safia Perera 10S Outstanding work ethic and mind set to create an excellent Project Plan for a client  
Jan Lipkpwski 11O Being simply fantastic this term ensuring all work missed has been completed to a very high  

standard  
Colm Monahan 12M A great attitude to learning in lessons, engaging in questions and answering sessions and for  

achieving an A grade for the half term test  
Andrei Irimia 13E Consistently achieving between A* and A grade in all his half term tests 
 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY     
 

Lamar Alsaedi  7A Her impressive enthusiasm and determination to create and innovate products  
Laithe Mallon  8M An excellent focus and determination to produce high quality designs and products 
Sebastian Chadwick 9S An excellent ability to work independently and share your knowledge and skills when  

helping others  
Narthaki Sivadasan 10M Her commitment to solving problems and for challenging herself in all of her lessons 
Adam Jassim  11E Working so hard to improve the quality and content of his project work  
Stan Booth  12A His imaginative and innovative approach to designing and making products  
Andrew Pennie  13S Great use of his initiative when making excellent progress with his complex engineering  

project 

ENGLISH  
 

Emeka Henry  7O Always giving his best in lessons; his work ethic and presentation is outstanding and he  
should be very proud of his progress  

Freya Newstead 8O Great engagement, regularly contributing ideas and for always working very hard 
Alfie Fish  9W Always being an excellent and active member of the class during discussions and  

reading activities  
Katherine Lester 10B Working exceptionally well in class and for taking heed of all targets and being  

increasingly engaged in class discussions  
Angela Ochieng  11S Excellent effort and engagement outside of lessons and for completing extensive  

revision and dedication to the subject  
Khushi Aggarwal 12W A consistently mature and organised approach to her studies  
Lily Adams  13B Excellent progress and consistent diligence and application 

      
HUMANITIES  
 

Ethan Richards 7O Exemplary behaviour and for making good contributions equally across both history and  
geography  

Violet Hill 8A Positive contributions to lessons and always producing excellent, well thought out history  
classwork  

Gracie Fry 9A Demonstrating excellent behaviour, attitude and conduct throughout all RE lessons  
Keya Paradava 10A Superb behaviour and maintaining an excellent attitude to learning, always demonstrating  

excellent work ethic in history  
Owen Williams 11O Demonstrating exemplary behaviour in geography, making relevant contributions and  

engaging in peer discussion  
Carla Lewis 12M Retaining good focus in every geography lesson, asking questions and actively seeking advice  



when needed  
Nathan Marriot 13O Always being proactive and engaged in geography lessons and making excellent contributions 
 

LEARNING SUPPORT 
 

Charlie  
Hackett-Goldsmith  7B Acting in a kind and considerate manner towards his peers   
Brodee  
Feltham-Morris  8W Her dedication and commitment to all areas of her learning and for helping  

others during lessons  
George Weller  9M Applying maximum effort to all aspects of his learning in order to make excellent  

progress 
Ava Newman   10M Commitment to her GCSE studies and for challenging herself in all of her lessons  
Nieka Hamisi   11W Managing your PPE exams well and putting in 100% effort  
George Haxton   12O Making an outstanding start to your studies in Sixth Form  
Abderrahim Taghrest 13O Settling down well into Year 13 and working exceptionally hard in his subjects 
   

MATHS  
 

Layla Brown  7O Demonstrating determination in answering questions and completing home learning 
Lisa Qarib  8W Showing determination in both lessons and home learning  
Ben Rutter  9S Showing great enthusiasm in his maths lessons and grasping every challenge offered in  

lesson 
Ruby Wheeler  10W Showing quiet determination and focus throughout all lessons and tasks  
Shajesh Jeyashanker  11E Showing great determination and always challenging himself further  
Akshyat Dali  12A Showing great determination in keeping up with the demands of home and  

independent learning in maths  
Nathra Sriharan  13B Demonstrating excellent determination in developing her mathematical understanding  

through her independent work 

     
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
 

Evie Mullings  7E Excellent ATL and always striving to stretch and challenge herself  
Violet Hill  8A Being conscientious with her Spanish work and a fabulous role model for other students  

with her valuable contributions to class  
Elsie Rogers  9A An excellent work ethic and demonstrating flair in French  
Trishan Chudasma 10E Making outstanding progress and for applying maximum effort to every task  
Ibiso Harry-Brown 11A Working hard to improve her grade, completing all work to the very best of her ability  

and attending regular intervention sessions to improve further  
Carla Martinez Vergara 12A Demonstrating collaboration and supporting Year 11 students in lunch time speaking  

sessions  
Gabriel  
Meunier-Murphy 13A An excellent French mock speaking exam, bringing evidence from many different topics  

into his arguments without prompting showing efforts of learning key facts and figures 

 
PE AND HEALTH  
 

Danny Kijewski 7A Fantastic enthusiasm and effort shown in all aspects of PE  
Scarlett Doran 8W  A fantastic attitude and effort in all aspects of her PE lessons and extra-curricular clubs  
Emily Williams 9W Having a fantastic attitude in every lesson, great attendance at clubs a role model and leader;  

well done  
Thomas Qarib 10W Great effort in GCSE PE, with fantastic results in all work produced  
Max Booth 11A Excellent attitude and progress made in the Sports Studies course  
Cian Lynch 12E Making really good progress on the CTECH Sports course which reflects his positive attitude 
Alice Elman 13W A very good attitude to learning within the class and a good PPE grade 
         

PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS  
 

Ronnie Cooper 7S Always working hard in art and putting the effort in to get it right  
Roman Jones  8E A fantastic attitude to class music and always asking for extension tasks  



Harry Cooper  9S A brilliant work ethic in music lessons and performances  
Anastasija Andonova 10M Being fully committed to challenging herself with the size, scale and complexity  

of her final piece in GCSE art  
Olivia Rattley  11W Working exceptionally hard and consistently meeting every deadline in GCSE  

drama 
Eloise Homes  12E Choreographing and organising a fantastic KS3 dance performance  
Franchesca Boselli 13B Fantastic progress in media studies 
 
SCIENCE  
 

Karen   7M Always attempting challenges in lesson and being very keen to contribute  
Ma'Kayjah Bazile  8B Always attempting challenges in lesson and being very keen to contribute  
Polly Pryra  9E Scoring a fantastic grade on her most recent topic test that was way above her target  

and always making positive contributions to lessons  
Milla Acornley  10W Excellent focus in lessons and completion of work; fantastic progress made as a result
  
Megan O'Callaghan 11E Always producing exceptional work in Chemistry and trying her best to improve at all  

times  
Edward 
Boother Dominguez 12S Making excellent progress in class as shown in his recent test results  
Divija Nithiananthan 13W Exceptional effort and achievement in A level chemistry 
 

SOCIAL SCIENCES            
 

Shiv Galaiya 10W Outstanding participation in all lessons and for being an excellent economist  
Annabel Fish 11W Showing an exceptionally high level of dedication and commitment in all childcare lessons 
Alex Robins 12E Always being proactive and engaged in politics lessons and making excellent contributions 
Adam Fishman 13A Always being an excellent student in politics, law and history.  Adam is always well prepared,  

fully focused and engaged.  He has a proactive attitude to learning by reading ahead on the next 
topics and is always looking to move his learning to new levels.  

 
STEM 
 

Harrison Buckridge 7B Always asking complicated questions and completing all work   
Kush Patel  8M His many talents, positive attitude and hard work across all STEM subjects 
Yashvi Hingu  9M Developing high-level problem-solving skills and resilience when constructing the vex  

robot 
Anastasija Andonova 10M Always being focused and ready to learn and completing work to a high standard  
Roshni Vara  11E Setting up the BMS student medical society  
Edward  
Boother-Dominguez 12S Success in the UKMT challenge, reaching the Kangaroo stage  
Divija Nithiananthan 13W Demonstrating determination in her learning in Maths and STEM 
 
 
        
 
 
 


